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MCNP ANALYSES OF CRITICALITY CALCULATION RESULTS
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R. A. Forster and T. E. Booth

1. INTRODUCTION

Careful assessment of the results of a calculation by the code itself can reduce mistakes
in the problem setup and execution. MCNP has over four hundred error messages that
inform the user of FAT.4L or WAR!!ING errors that have been discovered during the
processing of just the input file. The latest version, MCNP4A, now performs a self
assessment of the calculated results to aid the user in determining the quality of the
Monte Carlo results.

MCNP4A, which was released to RSIC in October 1993, contains new analyses of
the MCNP Monte Carlo calculation that provide simple user WARNINGS for both
criticality and fixed source calculations. The goal of the new analyses is to provide
the MCNP criticality practitioner with cmough information in the output to assms
the validity of the k,tJ calculation and any associated tallies. The reau!ts of these
checks are presented in the ICCIJresults summary page, several k~~~tabks and graphs,
and tally tables and graphs. Plots of k~l~ at the workstation are also available as the
problem is running or in a postprocessing mode to assess problem performance and
results.

2. Keff RESULTS SUMMARY PAGE

The MCNP k,fj results summary page begins with a line containing the title of the job
and problem [D, followed by the numbers of inactive and active cycles and histories
req~ested and run. The next two pieces of information address how acceptable the
Monte Carlo solution appears to be. The first check is to determine if all cells with
fissionable material had fission source points on any cycle. This serves as a geometry
sampling check. If so, a line is printed tu acknowledge that [act that all cells were
sampled. Otherwise, a WARNING message is printed in the output and at the terminal
to inform the user which fissionable cells haa no tracks entering, and/or no collisions,
and/or no fission source points.

Another check involves the behavior of the average keJI veraus active cycle number.
It is highly unlikely that the average k,f~ would increase or decrease monotonicady
during the last ten active cycles for a problem with a properly converged spatial fis~ion
source. A WARNING message is issued if there is a monotonic trend during the last
ten average kolj values, This message could indicate incomplete spatial convergence
of the fission source,

Information is then provided about the apparent normality of the active cycle k,~l
values for each of three MC’NP kejl estimators: collision, absorption, and track Iengt h.
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The normalityof eachof the three -s of actin &,jt cyck data iz checked at the 95
and 99 percent confidence kvelz. A printed line for ~ of the three k,lt dimatorn

indicatez the level of pazaage. WARNINC mszagez are printed for kajl cycle wts
that do not appear normal at the 9996 cordidence level. Any katj data that dwm
not pazz at the 99 -t cor+idence level zhould be comidered m not normally
diatnbuted.Perhapzthis is a statistical occurrmm or more cycles should be Skipped.
The calculation zhould be examined further; e.g., by examining the behaviorof the
zolution az function of the number of inactive cyclez.

A box iz then printed that contains the find eztimated average&JJ, standard devia-
tion, and three Werent confidence intervdz. Thaw averajp are a otatizticd combi-
nationof the three ~JJ eatimatorz. If all th- =timatora appear nonnorma! at the
99% confidence level, the find boxed kaJj ccmlidence intemmlz are NOT printed. A
WARNING mmsage is printed in its place. (The find confidence intervdo areavailable
elsewhere in the output if the user insists on using them. Norrndity checkz and con-
fidence intervdz fm different numbers of inactin keJJ cyck are availablein the k@JJ
by cycla skipped table.) The final box iu also NOT printed if Ieaa than thirty active
koJjcycks have been uzed in the calculation.Fewerthan thirty cycb iz not recom-
mended becauze the quality of the spatial convergence of the fiesion source cannot be
adquately azmwedm

A conservative (toward huge krtl v?duea) average k,lt confidence interval is ako esti-
mated by assuming that the largest cycle k,ll due for each of the thre eat imators
occurs on the next cycle. This conservative average kcJJ confidence interval can be
u8ed for extra conzervatisrn for a correct calculation.

3. BATCHED KefF RESULTS PAGE

A table of batched (uZing more than one cycle) k.~ls using more than one active
cycle for each kcJ~ is now available. Thiz table is ueeful in determining the impact of
cycbtecycle correlations in the spatial fiezion source diotributiom on the eztimated
standard deviation. The table includeo the kc~J remdtmthat would be found if the kalp

were takenin batch aim other than one. This table is included so that the user can
evaluate the impact of different batch sizez on the combined ka/J estimator and the

estimated standard deviation. The averagez of the three individud k.tj eztimatorz are
the zame for all batch eizeo, but the eztirnated statioticd standard deviatiom and the
combined k~l~ confidence intervals are not. Batch uizez other than one may reflect a
better eztimate of the true deviation becausu the &,tie are aaeumed to be independent
from cycle to cycle when the statistical uncertainties are calculated. (They are not
independent becaum of fieoion oource correlations from cycle to cycle.) The larger
batchez wiU have k correlation between the batchea than the correlation between
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the individual &tf cycles. The user can now ~ the impact of different batch sizes
on the k~tl confidence interval.

4. Keff RESULTS BY CYCLE TABLE

This table Me the neutron histork individual, cumulative average, and cumulative
combined ~lts by cycle. The tab~ is a relisting of the cycledependent prints (with
deviations instead of relative errors) in a more convenient form. The @re of meri!.,
which is an indicator of problem efficiency and stability, is also included as a conver-
gence rate check for &.lJ. The largest and smalleat active values of k.tt are printed
for each estimator to indicate the spread of values sampled so far in the udculation.

5. PRINTED PLOT OF THE COMBINED Keff BY CYCLE

This is the most important k,fl plot for the u:,er. A trend in &ll relative to the 6nal
value and the estimated stmdard deviation can be quickly determined visually. The
estimatd me standard deviation confidence iti%rvals that are printed for each line
are useful for helping to spot meaningful trends in the behavior cf the averqge k~tl.

6. Keff RESULTS BY CYCLES SKIPPED TABLE

This table tells the user what the valuea of the various k,ll eathnators would have
been for a different number of inactive cycles without having to rerun the problem.
The normality for each of the thr~ sets of kelt data are calculated and printtwl for
each number of active cycles. The active cycle number where the minimum standard
deviation of the combined k=JJoccurred is printtxi. lf this cycle is an inactive cycle, the
number of cycles skipped was probably adequate. If the number of inactive cycle is
significantly less than this cycle, it may indicate that not enough cycles were skipped.

The first and second active halvea of a valid &.lJ calculation should have nominally
the sanw kclt nnd estimated standard deviation of the averagevalue of &cJJ. MCNP
calculates and prints the combined kall and the statistical uncertainty for the first
half and second active halws of the problem. WARNING mesmges are printed in the
output and at the terminal if the 99 percent confidence intervals do not overlap or the
estimatd standard deviations do not appear to be statistically the same. Either or
both might indicate that the normal spatial mode waa not achieved during the early
part of or even aU of a calculation.

7. PRINTED PLOT OF THE COMBINED Keff BY CYCLES SKIPPZD

This printed plot chows the combined k.tt confidence interval by cycle skipped ‘I’his
plot can be used to visually assas how many cycles should have been skipped. An “m”
on the plot vertical axes indicates how many active cycles were used in the original
calculation. The number of cycles that uhould have been skipped can be =tirnatcd
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from this pbt, the location of the minimum estimated varian~ d LIJ aa a function
of the number of cycles skipped, and the stabilization of tlw avemge ~JJ printed plot.

8. GRAPHICAL KafF OUTPUT

MCNP k the capability to pbt the individual uld a=age ~JJs and their onG stan-
dard deviation confidence intawab, m d u the a- &JJ dhuator, during a
calculation or by poatprocasing. The plots provide additional insights into the be
hav,l.r of L:J during the cahdation.

9. NEW STATISTICAL CHECKS FOR MONTE CARLO TALLIES

Two new etatkticd diagnostics fir tallies have been &eloped md includd into
MCNP: 1) the relative variamz of the variancq and 2) the empirical history score
probability dunsity function J[z). Staticticd otudia have shown that tbwe two quan-
:itien are exdent indicatom for fak wwergence of difticult Monte Carlo tallies.
Tke and other quantiti- have ham h.mrporated into ten statistical che& invoiv-
ing the atimated nmn, relative error, relative variance of the *=, figure of merit,
and the logarithmic “dope” of the largat j(z) vdua. ~ k checko for one tally
bin of each MGNP taily are made and the w b @wsna ‘yaw or “no” for satisfying
the tat criterk The empirical f(z)’s ai-e prfnted in the output and can be plotted
for detaikl examination by the user. The track length utimator of &JJ can be done
easily as a separate tally to apply thae ncw techniqua to ~ ~JJ convergence.
The MCNP umzr now haa much rrmre idormation about the etatirnticd quality of a
tally rauk than just the value of the eotimatd relatiw error and its behavior as a
function of the number of histories.

10. SUMMARY OF MCNP CRITICAL~ WARNING MESSAGES

MCNP provid~ the following WARNING macaga bad on andyea of the results
of a criticality c.dculation:

1) no mmpling of cells with fidonable material;
2) the average k,JJ has a monotonic trend during the lastten active cychm;
2) k.JJ mts that do not appear norrnd at the ~ confidence kvd;

3) all the hJ/ nte do not appear normal at the 99% confidence kvel and the Iinal
bowl k.jJ h M)t printed;

4) fewer than thirty active ~JJ were run and the find boxed ~JJ iE not printd 5)
the ~JJ confidence intervda for the first and second halva of the problem;
do not overlap at the 99% confidence bvel; and
6) the estimated ~tandard deviations for the first and second hah of the problrm do
not appear to be the same.
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The appearance of one or more of these WARiiING H-is rawn for additional
scrutiny of the calculation. The calculation may be continued for any number of
additional active cycles desiral.

11. EXPERIENCES WITH THE NEW’ CAPABILITIES

The new self aaseasment checks in MCNP have made an impact on the criticality user
community. One non-LANL user comrmnted that the ceU sampling check showed a
cell that had not b sampled. The reaaon was that an object had been mistakenly
plaml far out of position and no neutron histories ever reached it. The objat location
was corrected and the calculation prrmeded normaUy. The normalitycheck of the

h~~ *9 have the capability to find problems with a poor (k small) number of
inactive k.lj cyeies. Deliberately not skipping enough cycles baa rmdted in all three
k,,, data sets not appearing to be normally distributed at the9996percentconfidence
level.

We haverun the ~jf -of-the world array problem with 7294.7 cm radius sphere con-
taining J~bel plutonium (0.027047 akms/’b-cm Pu-233, 0.001751 Pu-240, 0.(H)0117
Pu-241, and 0.M)1375 Ga), spaced at 60 cm surrounded by a thick water rekctor.
The 4.7 cm radius is much mailer than the 6.385 cm radiue of Jezebel required fcr
criticalityy. The calculation usea a uniform volume source in the array for the initial
spatial distribution, 1000 neutrons per cycle, skipping 20 cycles, and ruining a total
of 120 cycles. rhe value of 1000 neutrons per cycle was used because this is probably a
lower limit for most criticality calculations today with the availability of fastPCs and
workstations. Sampling of the array is poor on a pr-object basis because there are
only about 1.4 histories per object. The fact that the objects are the identical makea
this calculation tenable with only 1000 neutrons per cycle. The 99% kmll confidence
interval for this system is 0.920 to 0.932. There were no WARN!NG rnrauagee and all

three kcl~ data sete appeared normally distributed at the 95% confidence level. The
first and second active half 99% confidence intervals were 0.919 to 0.937 and 0.916 to
0.932. All aspects of the calculation were well behaved.

Figure 1 shows a MCNP 2-D plot of the water-reflected array gaxnetry with Jezebel at
the center instead of the 4.7 cm radius sphere. Inserting Jezebel with a radius of about
6.385 cm in the center of the array changed the behavior of the problem drastically,
but not the final confidence interval. The final 99% &,if confidence interval result was
0.942 to 0.958, which is hw from the correct critical value. Two WARNIN’2 messages
were produced: 1) the k~~} results were monotonically increasing over the Iaat ten
active kcll cycles; and 2) the first and second half k.l~ confidence intervals eppeared
to be different at the 99% confidence level (the first half waa 0.922 to 0.940 and tb.e
second half was 0.960 to 0.978). The MCNP plot of the average kcjt versus cycle
number CLEARLY showed the increasing trend, as is ohown in Fig. 2. Thiq trend is
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caused by more and nmre &ion source points being created in Jezebel as additional

k~~ CYCl~are run b~ the Jakl arrayelementis w much more i~acti~ than
the other elements. The well-bekawd array problem wl+hout Jezebel [labeled ‘no
jez” ) is shown for comparison in Fig. 2. The tlu~ ~tf sets appeared normal at the
99% level, but not 95%. This result is not necewari Iy a strong inclhtor of nonnormal
behavior, but could indicate a problem. The figure of merit dec,eaaed by 30% during
the laat twenty active cycks, showing that statistical .mor in ~tf was not decreasing
as the in~ of the square root of the number of histariea during the last portion of
the active calculation. One of the teu statistical checks failed on the separate tally of
the track kngth kelf: the mean was monotonically increasing during the lad active
half of the problem. The quality of this solution ia CLEARLY unacceptabk and more
calculations need to be done.

Continuing the problem for a total of 520 active cycles supplies the correct result, but
not as the final answer, which is 0.986 to 0.994 at the 99% confidence level. This
problem produced one WARNING mewwgtx the first and second half ke~t confidence
intervals appeared to be dikent at the 99% confidence level (the first half was 0.973
to 0.985 and the second half was 0.997 to 1.005). The minimum estimated standard
deviation occurs with 108 inactive cycles and 412 active cycl=, producing a !)9%
confidence interval of 0.996 to 1.003. Examination of the two printed plots confirms
the qurlity of the result based on the behavior of &,fl by both the avemqgeand by
cycles skipped as shown in the MCNP plots in Figs. 3 and 4.

If t he problem were run for only thirty active cycles and 1000 neutrons per generat ion.
there would be no clue to the difficulties. [!sing 5000 neutrons pex cyck produces
the WARNING that the first and second half k,ll confidence intervals appeared to be
different at the 99% confidence level. Thirty cycks ia simply not enough to adequately
calculate the proper spatial source distribution. Figure 5 is an MCNP plot that shows
the expected fegter rate of convergence for 5000 histories per cycle compared with 1000
histories per cycle because there is rrmre sampling of the Jezebel element during each
k,~f cycle.

12. SUMMARY

The above statistical and geometry sampling checks, WARNING mmwqgea,and yes/no
indicators provide the MCNP user with more information to assess that a problem
hns b-n calculated properly. The MCNP4A documentation including the MCNP4A
Manual (LA-12625-M) and the new MCNP Criticality Primer (LA-12827-M) have
been updated to describe these new featurea. If a criticality calculation appears to
have an unsatisfactory spatial source convergence baaed on the k,lt normality cherk~
or leas than thirty active k~lf cycl-, the final boxed katt confidence intervals wili not
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be printed- These WARNINGS have caught real uer errors and are &ctin for the

hjj-of-the+orld problem as long as at least 100 actiw cycles are mn.

Although these statisticaland gaxrmstry sampling checks of the calculation results
lessen the likelihoodof a user acqting a poorly executedMCNP calculation. it
would be foolish to assume that these checks, by themselves,cm prewnt all em
neous Monte Car!o criticality =LiIMtG8. Thaw checks are important tools to aid the
critidity expert in evaluating MCNP remdto. They are NOT intended as a substitute
for criticality expertise am.! judgement.

MCNP ie a Th&mark of the Regente of the University of Califbmia, Los Alamaa
National Laboratory.
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Fig. 2. One standard deviation confidence intervals for the average keff of the array
with and without Jezebel for 120 cycle~.
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Fig. 3. one standard deviation confidence interval for the average keff of the array
with Jezebel for 520 cycles.
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Fig. 4. One standard deviation confidence interval for the average keff of the array
with Jezebel as a function of the number of cycles skipped (inactive cycles).
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Fig. 5. One standard deviation confidence intervals for the average keff of the array
with Jezebel far 5000 and 1000 neutrons per cycle for 120 cycles.


